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Lifewares

Lifewares is a growing supermarket corporation located at Sirris VI, Obsidian City. The company offers
various food, medical, and other life-essential supplies to its customers. They are known to provide their
products at most New Dusk Conclave known locations.

Company Statistics
Established YE 41
Leadership Maireni Duly
Associated Factions New Dusk Conclave
Headquarters Sirris VI, Obsidian City

Stores

Below you will find the known locations of Lifewares shops or pop-up shops:

Pop-up shop at Sanctum: Noval Station in orbit of Phosphorus.
Various stores at Obsidian City and Dawn: Sirris VI
Outpost store at SX-01 “Vale”: Amit Base
Pop-up shop at SX-02 “Nephis”: Noval Station in orbit of “Planet 4”.

Lifewares' main goal is to provide essential and basic supplies to all who require them. This can be from
basic food to medication or basic housing equipment. Lifeware's motto is, therefore “We are here to
serve the people” or “One meal can make a difference”

History

Founded in YE 41 by Maireni Duly, a known supply and goods manager who had a keen interest in the
New Dusk Conclave's growing economy. Maireni spoke with the merchant cadre and made her
corporation a reality in the New Dusk Conclave at Sirris VI.

Lifewares is a company that provides basic supplies to the citizens of the New Dusk Conclave and is
known to provide different cultural cuisines. After the Battle Of Glimmergold, where many lives and ships
were lost, Lifewares announced that it would give 50% of most food supplies for the entire month. They
believed that families last concern should be how they would put food on their table while mourning the
loss of so many military citizens and the upcoming challenge of rebuilding in the battle's wake.

Products

Lifewares is a self-service shop offering a wide variety of basic products that every household needs.
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Below you will find a basic list of some supplies that are being offered by Lifewares.

Bakery
Beverages
Nonfood & Pharmacy
Personal Care
Fruits
Meat
Seafood (locally supported)
Dairy
Center store
Multicultural
Dried foods

OOC Notes

Rawolfe created this article on 2021/02/04 04:19.

Lifewares is an NPC Corporation to help create a foundation layer to the economical system of SARP and
is part of the Economical Restoration Project made by Rawolfe. The idea is that these corporations are
not bought up or taken over but play an essential role in the background for the faction and they can be
used to create new products into the faction with the approval of the respective FM. This will put a halt to
the idea that one corporation creates all products.

This was approved by Whisper in this thread.
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